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Fisheries Management

Exploitation Overfishing Fisheries
management

- The strategic management involved in the formulation of legislation,
policy, and plan,
-The development of new fisheries, infrastructure, and fishing methods,
-The operational aspects of :

•determining the level of fishing effort and /or catch
corresponding to the objectives set out in the strategic
management process
•determining  and implementation of the management measures,
including enforcement  of the rules.
(Charles, 2001)
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Japanese Laws related to Decentralization of fisheries
management

 Fisheries Law 1949
 Basic Law of Fisheries Policy 2001
 Fisheries Cooperative Law 1948
 The Fisheries Resources Protection Law
 The Marine Resources Development Promotion

Law



Basic Law of Fisheries Policy 2001

 local authorities shall have the duty of formulating
and implementing measures on fisheries in response to
various natural, economic, and social conditions in
their respective areas, based on the appropriate
sharing of roles with the government and in line with
the Basic Philosophy



1) Objectives
① To establish the fundamental system relative to the fisheries production;
② To attain promotion of fishery productivity and democratization of

fishery

2) Method
By an overall exploitation of the waters through the function of
fisheries adjustment organizations whose principal constituents are
fishery operators and fishery employees.

3) Characteristics
① An original law with respect to good points of traditional practices in

Japan
② Democratic principle

The Fisheries Law of 1949 ①



4) The Legal Framework for Fisheries Co-
management System

① Minister’s jurisdictions:
Fishing licenses for offshore and distant-water fisheries operated in wider
waters

② Prefecture governor’s jurisdictions:
Fishing rights (common, set net, and demarcated) and offshore fisheries
operated in the adjacent waters.

③ FCA’s jurisdictions:
5 common fishing rights and the common-of-
piscary right based on the customary law.

④ Sea Area Fisheries Adjustment Committee

The Fisheries Law②



5) Design Principles
① Fishing rights and licenses are to be granted only to fishers or

enterprises actually engaged in fishing, and leasing arrangement are
prohibited;

② The local administration of common fishing rights is to be invested only
in Fisheries Cooperative Associations (FCAs) or similar organizations;
and

③ Sea Area Fisheries Adjustment Committee (SAFAC), established for each
sea area, is charged with preparing comprehensive plans for the full
and rational use of coastal fishing grounds, and based on these plans
fishing rights and licenses are to be granted to FCAs, other bodies and
individuals.

The Fisheries Law③





Fishery Right

Right-Based Fisheries System

Common
Fishing right

Set Net
Fishing right

Demarcated
Fishing right

• Ada 3 tipe (littoral fish,
alat tangkap tetap < 27 m,
dan jaring pantai)

• Alat tangkap set-net di
kedalaman > 27 m

• Diberikan untuk areal laut
tertentu (misalnya untuk
Budidaya laut)



Type of Fishery Right
Type of Fishery

Right
Definition Species

1. Joint/Common  fishery
right

a right to operate a common fishery
Common fishery refers to fisheries
operated in specified waters that are
used in common (Matsuda, 1991)

non-migratory fish, shellfish, and
seaweed.

•Type 1 (for litoral
resources)

a right to harvest aquatic animals and
plants attached to the sea bottom.

littoral resources which do not
migrate to other sea areas.

•Type 2 (stationary gear like
small net and gill net set)

a right to fish using stationary fishing
gear at a depth of less than 27 m. The net
can be set any place within a sea area
specified by the right.

mainly migratory pelagic
resources and partly demersal
resources.

•Type 3 (for beach seine) a right to fish using beach seine in sea
area specified by right

•Type 4 (inland fisheries) right to operate inland water fisheries fit
for propagation of aquatic animals and
plants.

2. Set-net fishing right a right to fish using a barrier type set net
at depth more than 27 m. Permitted
fishing area is specified by the right.

migratory pelagic resources such
as salmon, yellowtails, etc.

3. Demarcated fishing right a right to develop  mariculture  in coastal
area.

seaweed, oysters, pearls, etc



Budidaya Laut

Lokasi Budidaya Relaks



Lokasi Budidaya Beri makan



Kapal pemberi pakan



Pemberian pakan otomatis Bahan pakan diolah di kapal



Teknologi Informasi

Akses info melalui HP Alat pengontrol kualitas air



Perikanan Tangkap

Siap dilelang Hasil tangkapan Obaasan



1) Organization: SAFAC is an independent organization from
government and established in each prefecture with 15
members (9 fishers, 4 persons of knowledge, 2 public interest representatives)

2) Functions:
① To formulate a comprehensive fisheries management plan;
② To organize a public hearing to hear voices of fishers;
③ To allow the prefecture governor to issue fishing rights and licenses;
④ To issue orders to regulate fishing operations;
⑤ To amend or adjust the plan along with natural changes in the type

and size of fisheries at the time of renewal at an interval of 5 or 10
years .

3) United SAFAC at the regional level

4-12. Sea Area Fisheries Adjustment
Committee (SAFAC)
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Triad of Agencies in decentralization of Fisheries
Management

f
e

d

b
a

FCAs/
FMOs SAFAC

Fisheries
Management

Prefecture
Government

c

a: consultation
b: recommendation/approval
c: information/proposal

d: arbitration
e: devolution, delegation
f: application/proposal



Legal system Fishing gears Number

1. License Trawl 9
Big set-net 1

2. Common Fishery Right Gill net 26
Litoral Resources Gathering 12

3. Demarcated Fishery
Right

Aquaculture 6

4. Free Fisheries Angling 4
Long line 3

5. Others - 15

Number of FMOs by Legal System and Fishing
Gears, 2002



Scope of Management Prefecture
Government

FCA/
FMO

1. Management of Fisheries Resources
(a)Conservation of fisheries resources

- assesment of the size of fisheries
resources

- establishment of catch limit for a
fishery

X

(a)Propagation of fisheries resources X

Scope of Decentralization From Kagoshima
Prefecture to Sata Misaki FCA



Scope of Management Prefecture
Government

FCA/
FMO

2. Management of Fishing Effort
(a)Restriction of fishing season X X
(a)Restriction of fishing gear X
(a)Restriction of the number of fishing boats
(a)Restriction of the size of fishing boats X
(a)Restriction of the number or size of
fishing gears

X

(a)Restriction of the number of fishing days X
(a)Restriction of the number of hours per
day

X

(a)Size limit X X
(a)Daily catch limit X



Scope of Management Prefecture
Government

FCA/
FMO

3. Management of Fishing ground

(a)Use of fishing ground by rotation X

(a)Protection of fishing grounds from pollution

(a)Improvement of fishing grounds by
constructing artificial fish reefs, artificial rocky
beach, artificial spawning ground

X X

(a)Surveillance of fishing grounds to prevent
poaching

X



Factors
 Historical capital,

 current Japan fisheries system is a fruit of evolving system that has been
established since 17th century without any periodical gap. There has been
improvement of the system in line with the change of political regimes.

 Legal capital,
 where many laws related to fisheries have been well-established without any

overlapping among others. The Fisheries Law explicitly contains spirit of
decentralization by which FCA and SAFAC are recognized as an
independent bodies in regard to manage fisheries in prefecture level.

 Cultural capital
 The fisheries right in Japan is strongly rooted because it originated from

traditional or customary rights.
 Institutional capital

 Japan has well-established institutional arrangement framework by which
the central government, the prefecture government, co-management body,
and fisheries cooperative share the authorities in different level.





Bersama dosen-dosen Mejeng



Nelayan Jepang ?

















Fishery Workers

Sumber : Luky Adrianto (2003)
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F-1a Trend of the number of male fishers by age
group
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